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Landmark Talent Show 
By: Jeff Batchelor, Shane Colton, and Pedro 

Aguirre 

 

 On December 22nd, 2016, Landmark 

students and teacher performed a talent show.  It 

was hosted by Sarah Lewis.  Students exhibited 

their talents in front of the whole school. 

 The talent show was pretty good.  Chelsie’s 

talent was unexpected yet pretty stellar; those cat 

paws work miracles on the piano.  Other teacher 

talent was on display in the faculty band. Kim Linch 

and Yoel Suarez didn’t quite reach their mark on 

ten burgers in three minutes; did they get to 

four?  Zoe Peterson put on an astonishingly 

beautiful performance when she sang while playing 

guitar. At one point, Devin White killed it with his 

single verse rap.  Sarah tried to rap as well.. But 

wasn’t as superb as Devin. At the end, Dallon Relph 

shared an original song and knocked us over with 

his drumming. 

All in all, the talent show was pretty 

good.  Some talents were odd but yet, still not all 

that bad.  

 

Carly Hernandez and Hilary Jones: Stunning 

New Teachers 
By: Wyatt Roseman 

 

This year at Landmark High School we had 

a number of new teachers, I had the opportunity to 

interview two of these awesome four. I interviewed 

Carly Hernandez and Hilary Jones.  They both teach 

Special Education here at Landmark. Here is what I 

learned about them. 

Starting with Carly, she grew up in 

Springville, UT, and attended Springville High 

School. She attended college at Grand Canyon 

University, She has four kids ages 16, 12, 9, and 6. 

She is married to a dude named Joe, her motivation 

for becoming a teacher is the fact that she didn’t 

like how her kids’ teachers were teaching them, and 

she wants to help students get a good education. 

This year at Landmark High School is her first year 

teaching. She currently lives here in Spanish Fork, 

and her hobbies include taking her kids to their 

sporting events. She is an avid movie watcher. She 

also likes vacationing -- her favorite spot to 

vacation is Huntington Beach. If she had a million 

dollars she would invest it, and also give some to 

charity.  

Hilary grew up in Benjamin, UT, with 4 

sisters and 1 brother. She used to show sheep at 

livestock shows. She has been married for sixteen 

years, her husband is a Truck Driver, and she has 

two boys ages 14 and 12. She went to school at 

Spanish Fork High School, and she has only taught 

here at Landmark High School. Some things she 

does for fun include: camping, hiking, hunting, 

fishing, quilting, and crocheting. Summer is her 

favorite time of the year because it is warm -- she 

hates the cold. Her favorite place to go is to 

Scofield, UT, where her husband’s parents own a 

bunch of property. In Scofield, they have camp 

fires, go ghost hunting in the cemetery at night (and 

scare people in other cabins), and she has fun with 

her boys up there. She went back to school (college) 

when her second son was 3 weeks old. She 

graduated from Utah Valley University, where she 

majored in Health science. She is currently in 

school at Western Governors’ University working 

on a master’s degree in Special Education. If Hilary 

had a million dollars, she would buy a house on 

some land and a brand new Cummins. 

Welcome to Landmark, ladies! We hope you 

enjoy your time here. 

 

 



Snowboarding Hot Spots 
By: Anton Gardner, Jaden Draper, and Sydney 

Barclay 

 

 “Snowboarding is a recreational activity and 

olympic and paralympic sport that involves 

descending a snow-covered slope white standing on 

a snowboard attached to a riders feet.” Utah is 

known for its great snow and long, steep mountains 

to snowboard on. 

People who have just begun snowboarding 

might enjoy Beaver Mountain. Also, Intermediate 

riders might like Park City. Park City resort is also 

one of the biggest resorts we have. We have lots of 

visitors from outside of Utah that visit this resort. 

But by far, Park City Mountain Resort is the most 

popular resort to hang out and shred! 

A lot of professional snowboarders travel 

from all over the country to hit the slopes of Park 

City. Park City is open seven days a week which 

gives you multiple opportunities to get up there, get 

on the mountain and just have a good time. Later, 

dudes. 

Nausicaä’s Knife in Real Life? 
By: Cameron Martin 

 

Unfortunately, not quite. But if you have 

ever watched the 1984 Studio Ghibli film, Nausicaä 

of the Valley of the Wind, you may have heard of a 

ceramic blade; something that, to my surprise, has a 

real-world equivalent. Since 1984, companies like 

Kyocera in Kyoto, Japan, have been producing a 

variety of ceramic knives. These are kitchen utensils 

made of a special ceramic called zirconia, which 

makes a knife that is harder, and lighter than steel. 

A black sand that is mixed into the earth on 

a mine in west Australia is excavated in mass. The 

sand contains a rare, colorless mineral called zircon, 

which is the key material used in making these 

unusual knives. The excavated earth is run through 

multiple levels of refinement, ending with a powder 

that is nearly pure zircon. Afterwards it is shipped 

to China to be further refined into zirconia before 

being shipped again to a plant in Japan that is 

owned by Kyocera. Once there, the zirconia dust is 

poured into a knife mold and pressed with 300 tons 

of pressure. The resulting “blank” must be fired 

because without it, the blanks are extremely brittle. 

The furnace they are fired in burns at around 2,550 

degrees Fahrenheit. Finally, after being cleaned and 

sharpened on a diamond grinding wheel, the end 

result is a knife with a hardness of 8.5 on the Mohs 

scale, much harder than its steel counterpart. 

Though the hardness of these knives -- that 

allows them to hold their edge for up to ten times 

the amount of time a steel knife will -- is 

remarkable, they do have a crucial flaw. Due to 

them being made of a kind of ceramic, they are very 

inflexible and are easily damaged by shock. 

Hopefully with more advancements in the field, this 

flaw can be remedied and these remarkable knives 

can become more commonly known. 

 

He found 3 Tons of Sunken Gold and Can't 

Leave Jail 
By: Brandon Faux and Josh Frary 

 

There are a lot of great treasure hunters out 

there, but this is one of the best. His name is 

Tommy Thompson. He found 3 tons of gold off the 

coast of South Carolina. The wreck of the S.S. 

Central America ship waited 130 years before 

Thompson came along and found it. The ship went 

down in a hurricane in 1857, taking 425 souls and at 

least 3 tons of gold to the sea floor off of South 

Carolina. 

The only problem is that the authorities were 

trying to find him because he missed a court date. 

You see, thirty-nine insurance companies filed suit, 

claiming that because they paid damages in the 19th 

century for the lost gold, they had the right to it. 

Tommy Thompson said otherwise, saying that the 

gold had been abandoned, and they refused to 

reveal the location of the gold. So when they finally 

caught him, they told him they wouldn’t let him go 

until he told them where the treasure was. It’s been 

two years, and Tommy still hasn't said a thing. 

 Eventually, there was a guy that invented 

this machine kind of like a sub. It was called Nemo. 

Nemo was able to dive into the ocean as deep as 

8000 feet, so this guy went on a search for the gold 

and he eventually found it. There was over 400 

million dollars in gold and since Tommy didn’t tell 

them where the gold was, he is still in jail and won't 

be let out. 

 

Exciting games and movies 
By: Brandon Polgar, Keegan Bourdeaux, and 

Coleman Beesley 

 

2017 is here and the entertainment begins to 

rise. New and exciting games and movies come 

around to spark new life into the year. As the agony 



of 2016 comes to an end, video games across the 

country Brings you Agony, a new survival horror 

game. As you fear the unnatural, the supernatural 

nature of X-Men brings you a new Wolverine 

named after the man himself, Logan. And finally we 

bring to your attention a fifth Pirates of the 

Caribbean: Dead Men Tell no Tales. 

Agony is an upcoming survival horror video 

game developed by Madmind Studio and published 

by Playway. Agony is a terrifying vision of hell. 

Players begin their journey as a tormented soul 

within the depths of Hell without any memories 

about their past. The special ability to control 

people and even possess simple-minded demons 

gives thep layer the necessary measures to survive 

in the extreme conditions there are placed in. This 

game is currently in development, to be released 

sometime in February 2017 for PS4, Xbox One, and 

PC.  

 In the previous movies, Wolverine was more 

of a lone wolf type of character. The question we 

are all asking is, will it be the same in this 

upcoming movie? In this new movie, Logan is 

talked into helping a young girl escape some thugs 

that are trying to hurt her. He wants to make the 

world a place where this young lady can live a 

somewhat normal life. This young lady happens to 

have a power that is extremely close to 

Wolverine’s; the only difference is that she has only 

one bone spike instead of three on a hand. This 

movie looks super promising with action scenes, 

and even if people aren't getting arms chopped off, 

it looks as if it will have a great story line. It is set 

to be released on March 3, 2017. 

 Another movie popular for release is Pirates 

of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell no Tales. Captain 

Jack Sparrow is coming back on May 26, 2017, and 

so is his past. Captain Salazar, leading a crew of 

ghost pirates, is dedicated to kill Captain Jack and 

every pirate in Salazar’s way. There is still hope for 

Sparrow as he searches the sea for the legendary 

Trident of Poseidon, a powerful artifact which 

bestows upon the possessor total control of the seas. 

Join us in this exciting adventure in this action, 

adventure, comedy movie. 

 New life is coming forth as the new year is 

beginning. As our anticipation rises, the flow of 

2017 entertainment begins to pour. You don't want 

to miss out on what's coming to stores and movie 

theaters, so learn about what you need to be excited 

about. 

 

Escobar  
By: Heeysell Nieto  

 

 Meet Pablo Escobar, the druglord founder 

and head of The Medellin Cartel. Escobar smuggled 

and sold drugs just to have money and power. He 

ran his ventures between 1970s-1993 in Colombia.  

 Escobar was born in Rionegro, Colombia on 

December 1, 1949. The man started his first move 

in his career by selling drugs and alcohol. He then 

started making money - more than what he 

originally had - by joining the cocaine business 

which came from a man in Chile who started that 

business. Later, Pablo sent 50 tons of cocaine a day 

to the United States. The man had cash and the 

wherewithal to hide it. Escobar created the Medellin 

Cartel, a bunch of narcos who were all bandits. 

 Escobar was a wanted man; many people 

saw him as a monster who killed 4,000 people, but 

Escobar had good in him. He  built zoos and houses 

for the poor. He gave money to the people of 

Medellin; he cared for them because they were his 

“family.” He may have been a savage, but with 

heart.  

 Pablo Escobar, monster with a heart. 

 


